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The SolarWinds Platform is the industry’s only unified monitoring, observability, and service management platform. It’s the foundation for a new generation of SolarWinds observability solutions and provides the architecture on how we solve observability challenges for our customers.



TOP PRODUCTS
	Explore the Platform
	SolarWinds Observability
	Hybrid Cloud Observability


View All Observability Products

Network management tools, from configuration and traffic intelligence to performance monitoring and topology mapping, to readily see, understand, and resolve issues. An integrated, multi-vendor approach that’s easy to use, extend, and scale to keep distributed networks optimized.

TOP PRODUCTS
	Hybrid Cloud Observability
	Network Configuration Manager
	Kiwi Syslog Server NG
	Network Performance Monitor
	NetFlow Traffic Analyzer
	Network Topology Manager


View All Network Management Products

Comprehensive server and application management that’s simple, interoperable, and customizable from systems, IPs, and VMs to containers and services. Optimize resource usage and reduce MTTR with powerful monitoring, discovery, dependency mapping, alerting, reporting, and capacity planning.

TOP PRODUCTS
	Hybrid Cloud Observability
	Virtualization Manager
	Web Performance Monitor
	Server & Application Monitor
	Storage Resource Monitor
	Server Configuration Monitor


View All Systems Management Products

Monitor, analyze, diagnose, and optimize database performance and data ops that drive your business-critical applications. Unify on-premises and cloud database visibility, control, and management with streamlined monitoring, mapping, data lineage, data integration, and tuning across multiple vendors.

TOP PRODUCTS
	Database Performance Analyzer
	SQL Sentry


View All Database Management Products

Modernize your service desk with intelligent and automated ticketing, asset, configuration, and service-level agreement (SLA) management; a knowledge base; and a self-service portal with secure remote assistance. SolarWinds offers an easy-to-use IT service management (ITSM) platform designed to meet your service management needs to maximize productivity while adhering to ITIL best practices.

TOP PRODUCTS
	Service Desk
	Web Help Desk
	Explore Dameware
	Dameware Remote Everywhere
	Dameware Remote Support


View All IT Service Management Products

Ensure user experience with unified performance monitoring, tracing, and metrics across applications, clouds, and SaaS. Robust solutions offering rich visualization, synthetic and real user monitoring (RUM), and extensive log management, alerting, and analytics to expedite troubleshooting and reporting.

TOP PRODUCTS
	SolarWinds Observability
	AppOptics
	Server & Application Monitor
	Pingdom
	Loggly
	Web Performance Monitor


View All Application Management Products

Reduce attack surface, manage access, and improve compliance with IT security solutions designed for accelerated time-to-value ranging from security event management, access rights management, identity monitoring, server configuration monitoring and patching, and secure gateway and file transfer.

TOP PRODUCTS
	Access Rights Manager
	Patch Manager
	Serv-U Secured FTP
	Security Event Manager
	Serv-U Managed File Transfer


View All IT Security Products
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SentryOne is now part of SolarWinds
SolarWinds SQL Sentry (formerly SentryOne) is a powerful, scalable solution for breakthrough SQL Server performance monitoring.

Key Features
	View detailed performance metrics
	Fix high-impact SQL queries
	Set automated responses to specific conditions
	Access performance data from a web browser


Starts at  

Get a Quote

Download Free TrialEmail Link To TrialFully functional for 14 days
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Different Name, Same Powerful Capabilities 
Do you find yourself asking…



	Where can I find SentryOne products on SolarWinds?
Where can I find SentryOne products on SolarWinds?
	SQL Sentry: Database performance monitoring for SQL Server and Azure SQL databases, with fast root cause analysis and visibility across the data estate.
	Task Factory: Save time managing tedious data warehousing ELT/ETL tasks.
	Plan Explorer: Quickly get to the root of query problems with a free query analysis tool.
	DBA xPress: Free tools to manage your SQL Server data estate. Compare and analyze databases.


Close



	When did SolarWinds acquire SentryOne?
When did SolarWinds acquire SentryOne?
SolarWinds acquired SentryOne in October of 2020.

Close



	Why did SolarWinds acquire SentryOne?
Why did SolarWinds acquire SentryOne?
Most application performance problems originate in the database, but typical application performance monitoring tools simply don’t deliver adequate visibility to address the root cause. SentryOne has done much to improve the situation for Microsoft data professionals across some of the world's largest and most demanding SQL Server estates. The SolarWinds/SentryOne combination helps to build on this by providing you with one vendor to help monitor your critical databases.
SolarWinds Database Performance Analyzer (DPA) and Database Observability (formerly VividCortex) cover Oracle, MySQL, Postgres, and other popular database systems.

Close



	Does SQL Sentry have the same capabilities now?
Does SQL Sentry have the same capabilities now?
Since the acquisition of SentryOne by SolarWinds, a lot of development work has gone into SQL Sentry®. SQL Sentry is well known in the SQL Server community as a popular monitoring tool for DBAs. With each release, we aim to continue empowering Microsoft Data Professionals to achieve breakthrough performance across physical, virtual, and cloud environments.
Check out this recent webcast where our product team discuss some of the recent investments and the plan for the future.

Close



	How is SQL Sentry different from DPA?
How is SQL Sentry different from DPA?
Database Performance Analyzer (DPA) is a multi-platform (SQL Server, Oracle, DB2, Azure, AWS, Postgres, etc.) analysis and performance tuning tool based on wait time analysis. SQL Sentry is a performance and monitoring tool for deep root cause analysis for the Microsoft SQL Server Data Platform, Availability Groups, SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS), and Azure Synapse Analytics. Both products are available as license bundle Database Insights for SQL Server.
SolarWinds Database Insights for SQL Server helps to provide:


	A solution to scale to the largest enterprise

SQL Server monitoring is designed to scale to the largest enterprise environments for SQL servers that can reside on-premises, in hybrid environments, or the cloud.
	Detailed performance dashboards

View actionable performance information about your monitored SQL Server environment. High-level dashboards allow click-through to dive deep into individual database performance.
	Customize to your needs.

No two database environments are alike. With the flexibility to create unique dashboards, alerts, thresholds, and reports, you can rest assured that DIS can be tailored to your unique environment and needs.
	Flexible deployment and monitoring

Databases can reside in several places, and so should your monitoring solution. With the ability to be deployed on-prem or via cloud marketplaces, you can be assured that deployment and monitoring locations won’t be an issue.


Close
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Where can I find SentryOne products on SolarWinds?
	SQL Sentry: Database performance monitoring for SQL Server and Azure SQL databases, with fast root cause analysis and visibility across the data estate.
	Task Factory: Save time managing tedious data warehousing ELT/ETL tasks.
	Plan Explorer: Quickly get to the root of query problems with a free query analysis tool.
	DBA xPress: Free tools to manage your SQL Server data estate. Compare and analyze databases.



When did SolarWinds acquire SentryOne?
SolarWinds acquired SentryOne in October of 2020.


Why did SolarWinds acquire SentryOne?
Most application performance problems originate in the database, but typical application performance monitoring tools simply don’t deliver adequate visibility to address the root cause. SentryOne has done much to improve the situation for Microsoft data professionals across some of the world's largest and most demanding SQL Server estates. The SolarWinds/SentryOne combination helps to build on this by providing you with one vendor to help monitor your critical databases.
SolarWinds Database Performance Analyzer (DPA) and Database Observability (formerly VividCortex) cover Oracle, MySQL, Postgres, and other popular database systems.


Does SQL Sentry have the same capabilities now?
Since the acquisition of SentryOne by SolarWinds, a lot of development work has gone into SQL Sentry®. SQL Sentry is well known in the SQL Server community as a popular monitoring tool for DBAs. With each release, we aim to continue empowering Microsoft Data Professionals to achieve breakthrough performance across physical, virtual, and cloud environments.
Check out this recent webcast where our product team discuss some of the recent investments and the plan for the future.


How is SQL Sentry different from DPA?
Database Performance Analyzer (DPA) is a multi-platform (SQL Server, Oracle, DB2, Azure, AWS, Postgres, etc.) analysis and performance tuning tool based on wait time analysis. SQL Sentry is a performance and monitoring tool for deep root cause analysis for the Microsoft SQL Server Data Platform, Availability Groups, SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS), and Azure Synapse Analytics. Both products are available as license bundle Database Insights for SQL Server.
SolarWinds Database Insights for SQL Server helps to provide:


	A solution to scale to the largest enterprise

SQL Server monitoring is designed to scale to the largest enterprise environments for SQL servers that can reside on-premises, in hybrid environments, or the cloud.
	Detailed performance dashboards

View actionable performance information about your monitored SQL Server environment. High-level dashboards allow click-through to dive deep into individual database performance.
	Customize to your needs.

No two database environments are alike. With the flexibility to create unique dashboards, alerts, thresholds, and reports, you can rest assured that DIS can be tailored to your unique environment and needs.
	Flexible deployment and monitoring

Databases can reside in several places, and so should your monitoring solution. With the ability to be deployed on-prem or via cloud marketplaces, you can be assured that deployment and monitoring locations won’t be an issue.
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Get started with database performance monitoring

Starts at  
Download Free TrialEmail Link To TrialFully functional for 14 days

Get a QuoteGet a Quote




Let’s talk it over.
Contact our team. Anytime.






We’re Geekbuilt.® 
Developed by network and systems engineers who know what it takes to manage today’s dynamic IT environments, SolarWinds has a deep connection to the IT community. 
The result? IT management products that are effective, accessible, and easy to use.
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